This paper presents a novel end-to-end approach to program repair based on sequenceto-sequence learning. We devise, implement, and evaluate a system, called SEQUENCER, for fixing bugs based on sequence-to-sequence learning on source code. This approach uses the copy mechanism to overcome the unlimited vocabulary problem that occurs with big code. Our system is data-driven; we train it on 35,578 samples, carefully curated from commits to open-source repositories. We evaluate it on 4,711 independent real bug fixes, as well on the Defects4J benchmark used in program repair research. SEQUENCER is able to perfectly predict the fixed line for 950/4711 testing samples, and find correct patches for 14 bugs in Defects4J. It captures a wide range of repair operators without any domain-specific top-down design.
INTRODUCTION
People have long dreamed of machines capable of writing computer programs by themselves. Having machines writing a full software system is science-fiction but teaching machines modifying an existing program to fix a bug is within the reach of current software technology; this is called automated program repair [21] .
Program repair research is very active and dominated by techniques based on static analysis (e.g., Angelix [20] ) and dynamic analysis (e.g., CapGen [35] ). While great progress has been achieved, the current state of automated program repair is limited to simple small fixes, mostly one line patches. The best techniques are heavily top-down, based on intelligent design and domain-specific knowledge about bug fixing in a given language or a specific application domain. In this paper, we aim at doing program repair in a fairly generic manner, where machine learning only is responsible for capturing the operators useful to repair bugs.
Our key insight is to use sequence-to-sequence learning with copy mechanism for program repair. Sequence-to-sequence learning is a branch of statistical machine learning, mostly used for machine translation: the algorithm learns to translate text from one language (say French) to another language (say Swedish) by generalizing over large amounts of sentence pairs from French to Swedish. The training data comes from the huge amount of text already translated by humans, starting with the Rosetta stone written in 196 BC. The name of the technique is explicit: it is about learning to translate from one sequence of words to another sequence of words. Now let us come back to the problem of programming: we want to learn to 'translate' from one sequence of program tokens (a buggy program) to a different sequence of program tokens (a fixed program). The training data is readily available: we have millions of commits in open-source code repositories. Yet, we still have major challenges to overcome when it comes to using sequence-tosequence learning on code: 1. the raw (unfiltered) data is rather noisy; one must deploy significant effort to identify and curate commits that focus on a clear task; 2. contrary to the vocabulary of natural language, software systems' vocabulary is virtually infinite [11] ; it encompasses all the programming language keywords (if, for, class), all the numbers (1, 2, . . . , ∞), all the identifier strings, etc. 3. in natural language, the dependencies are often in the same sentence ("it" refers to "dog" just before) , or within a couple of sentences, while in programming, the dependencies have a longer range: one may use a variable that has been declared dozens of lines before.
We are now at a tipping point to address those challenges. First, sequence-to-sequence learning has reached a maturity level, both conceptually and from an implementation point of view, that it can be fed with sequences whose characteristics significantly differ from natural language. Second, there has been great recent progress on using various types of language models on source code [2] . Based on this great body of work, we present our approach to using sequence-to-learning for program repair, which we created to repair real bugs from large open-source projects written in the Java programming language.
Our end-to-end program repair approach is called SEQUENCER and it works as follows. First, we focus on one-line fixes: we predict the fixed version of a buggy programming line. For this, we create a carefully curated training and testing dataset of one-line commits. Second, we devise a sequence-to-sequence network architecture that is specifically designed to address the two main aforementioned challenges. To address the unlimited vocabulary problem, we use the copy mechanism [28] , this allows SEQUENCER to predict the fixed line, even if the fix contains a token that was too rare (i.e., an API call that appears only in few cases, or a rare identifier used only in one class) to be considered in the vocabulary. This copy mechanism works even if the fixed line should contain tokens which were not in the training set. To address the dependency problem, we construct abstract buggy context from the buggy class, which captures the most important context around the buggy source code and reduces the complexity of the input sequence. This enables us to capture long range dependencies that are required for the fix.
We evaluate SEQUENCER in two ways. First, we compute a reference accuracy over 4,711 real one-line commits, curated from 3 open-source projects. The accuracy is measured by the ability of the system to predict the fixed line exactly as originally crafted by the developer, given as input the buggy file and the buggy line number. Our golden configuration is able to perfectly predict the fix for 950/4711 (20%) of the testing samples. This sets up a baseline for future research in the field. Second, we apply SEQUENCER to the mainstream evaluation benchmark for program repair, Defects4J. For the 75 one-line bugs from Defects4J, SEQUENCER generates patches which pass the test suite for 19 bugs and patches which are semantically equivalent to the human-generated patch for 14 bugs. To our knowledge, this is the first report ever on using sequence-to-sequence learning for end-to-end program repair, including validation with test cases.
Overall, the novelty of this work is as follows. First, we create and share a unique dataset for evaluating learning techniques on one-line program repair. Second, we report on using the copy mechanism on seq-to-seq learning on source code. Third, on the same buggy input dataset, SEQUENCER is able to produce the correct patch for 119% more samples than the closest related work [33] .
To sum up, our contributions are:
• We devise an approach for fixing bugs based on sequence-to-sequence learning on token sequences. This approach uses the copy mechanism to overcome the unlimited vocabulary problem in source code. The input program token sequence are the level of full classes in order to capture long-range dependencies in the fix to be written.
• We implement our approach in an end-to-end program repair tool called SEQUENCER on top of the neural machine translation library OpenNMT based on a state-of-art of encoderdecoder architecture.
• We evaluate our approach on 4,711 real bug fixing tasks. Contrary to the closest related work [32] , we do not assume bugs to be in small methods only. Our golden trained model is able to perfectly fix 950/4711 testing samples, which is to the best-of-our knowledge, the best results ever reported on such a task as the time of writing.
• We evaluate our approach on the one-line bugs of Defects4J, which is the most widely used benchmark for evaluating programming repair contributions. SEQUENCER is able to find 2,321 patches, 761 compile successfully, 61 are plausible (they pass the full test suite) and 18 are semantically equivalent to the patch written by the human developer.
• We provide a qualitative analysis of 8 interesting repair operators captured by sequence-tosequence learning on the considered training dataset.
Figure 1:
Overview of our approach using sequence-to-sequence learning for program repair.
APPROACH TO USING SEQ-TO-SEQ LEARNING FOR REPAIR
SEQUENCER is a sequence-to-sequence deep learning model that aims at automatically fixing bugs by generating one-line patches. Given a Software System with a faulty behavior (i.e., failing test case), state-of-the-art fault localization techniques are used to identify the buggy method and the suspicious buggy lines. SEQUENCER then performs a novel Buggy Context Abstraction (Section 2.2) process which intelligently organizes the fault localization data (i.e., buggy class, method, and line) into a representation that is concise and suitable for the deep learning model yet able to preserve valuable information regarding the context of the bug, which will be used to predict the fix. The representation is then fed to a trained sequence-to-sequence model (Section 2.3.4) which performs Patch Inference (Section 2.4) and is capable of generating multiple single-lines of code that represent the potential one-line patches for the bug. Finally, SEQUENCER in the Patch Preparation (Section 2.5) step generates the concrete patches by formatting the code and replacing the suspicious line with the proposed lines. Figure 1 shows the aforementioned steps both for the training phase (left) and inference phase (right). In the remainder of this section we will discuss the common steps as well as those specific for training and inference.
PROBLEM DEFINITION
Given a buggy system b s , and test suite t, we assume a fault localization technique, F L, which identifies a ordered set of bug locations l = {l 1 , l 2 , ...}, where each location l i consists of the buggy class b c i , buggy method b m i , and the buggy line b l i :
The problem is to predict (i.e., generate) a fixed line f l i , where l i is the true bug location, such that by replacing b l i with f l i in b m i , the resulting system f s passes the test suite and the bug is considered fixed. SEQUENCER tackles this problem by taking as input the fault localization data (i.e., l = {l 1 , l 2 , ...}) of a buggy system and attempts to generate fixed line f l i for each l i in order.
f l i and f s notations are used throughout this work.
BUGGY CONTEXT ABSTRACTION
The context of a bug plays a fundamental role in understanding the faulty behavior and reasoning about the possible fix. During bug-fixing activities, developers usually identify the buggy lines, then analyze how they interact with the rest of the method's execution, and observe the context (e.g., variables and other methods) in order to reason about the possible fix and possibly select several tokens in the context to build the fixed line. SEQUENCER mimics this process by constructing the abstract buggy context and organizing the fault localization data into a representation that is concise yet retains the necessary context that allows the model to predict the possible fix. During this process SEQUENCER needs to balance two contrasting goals: (i) reduce the buggy context into a reasonably concise sequence of tokens (since sequence-to-sequence models suffer from long sentences [7] ), (ii) while at the same time retaining as much information as possible to allow the model to have enough context to predict a possible fix.
Given the bug locations l = {l 1 , l 2 , ...}, for each l i ∈ l, l i = {b c i , b m i , b l i }, SEQUENCER performs the following steps:
Buggy Line The buggy line b l i is marked using two special tokens to indicate the start and the end of the line (i.e., <START _ BUG> and <END _ BUG>). The rationale is that we would like to propagate the information extracted by the fault localization technique and indicate to the model what is a buggy line. In doing so, we mimic developers who focus on the buggy lines during their bug-fixing activities.
Buggy Method The remainder of the buggy method b m i is kept in the representation. The rationale is that the method provides crucial information on where the buggy line is placed and its interaction with the rest of the method.
Buggy Class From the buggy class b c i we keep all the instance variables and only the signature of the constructor and non-buggy methods (stripping out the body). The rationale for this choice is that the model could use variables and method signatures as potential sources when building the fixed line f l i .
After these steps, SEQUENCER performs tokenization and truncation to create the abstract buggy context. Truncation will limit the abstract buggy context to a predetermined size to improve model training and inference performance.
The abstract buggy context represents the input to the sequence-to-sequence network which will be used to predict the fixed line. Internally, abstract buggy context is represented as a sequence of tokens belonging to a vocabulary V . The out-of-vocabulary tokens (token ∈ V ) are replaced with the unknown token <unk>. In Section 2.6 we describe how we empirically derive the vocabulary V and in Section 2.3.4 we explain how the copy mechanism helps in overcoming the unknown tokens problem. Figure 2 shows the output of this process. The original class is presented in Listing 1 and Listing 2 displays the buggy class after Buggy Context Abstraction. Listing 3 illustrates the class when tokens that are out of vocabulary are replaced with the unknown token <unk>. Our sequence-to-sequence network receives Listing 2 as input.
SEQUENCE-TO-SEQUENCE NETWORK
In this phase we train SEQUENCER to learn how to generate a fix for a given bug. Specifically, we train a Sequence-to-Sequence Network with Encoder-Decoder model (with attention and copy mechanism) to translate the abstract buggy context of a bug to the corresponding target fixed line f l .
To train such network we rely on a large dataset of bug fixes mined from different sources, explained in Section 2.3.1 and Section 2.3.2. The bug fixes are divided into training and testing data, which are used to train and evaluate the Sequence-to-Sequence Network described in Section 2.3.4.
DATASETS
SEQUENCER is trained based on past modifications made to source code, i.e., it is trained on past commits. In our experiments, we combine two sources of past commits, the CodRep dataset [6] and the Bugs2Fix dataset [33] , into what appears to be the largest dataset of one-line bug fixes published to date. Both datasets 1) consider Java code and 2) have been built based on the history of open-source projects.
The CodRep dataset exclusively focuses on one-line source code replacements (aka one-line patches). The Bugs2Fix dataset contains diffs mined for bug-fixing commits (based on heuristics to only consider bug-fixing commits).
DATA PREPARATION
Since CodRep and Bugs2Fix datasets are in different formats, we first unify these two datasets as follows. First, we only keep diffs from Bugs2Fix which are fixes with a single-line replacement. Further, we filter out certain diffs if the changes are outside of a method.
Then, we divided the dataset into training and testing data. CodRep is originally split into 5 parts, numbered from 1 to 5, with each part containing commits from different groups of projects. Our training data consists of CodRep datasets 1,2,3 & 5 and the Bugs2Fix dataset. Our testing data is CodRep dataset 4 (or CodRep4 for short), which we use for testing because it contains independent projects from the training data and we want to validate our results over unforeseen projects.
Furthermore, in order to remove overfitting bias, we make sure to remove any sample from the training dataset that is also in the testing dataset. During the model setup, we use a random subset of 95% of the training data for model training and 5% as our validation dataset. The whole process is summarized in the appendix in Figure 12 .
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS OF THE DATASETS
In total, we have 35,578 samples in our training set and 4,711 sample in our testing set. Figure 4 shows the size distribution of the abstract buggy context in number of tokens before truncation is done. The CodRep training data has a median token length of 372; the Bugs2Fix dataset has a median length of 340 tokens; and the testing dataset has a median length of 411. These variations are a result of using different Java projects in the datasets, but we observe that the distribution of lengths is similar.
Input Size
Prediction Size The lines from the abstract buggy class samples in our dataset had a median length of 6. 99% of the lines were 30 tokens or fewer, which fits well typical output sizes used for natural language processing (see Figure 13 in the appendix). To sum up, the order of magnitude of the sequence-to-sequence prediction goes from 350 tokens (input sequence) to 6 tokens (output sequence) in average.
Vocabulary Size
In our training data, the full vocabulary size is 567,304 different tokens. Figure 3 shows the distribution of the number of occurrences for the whole vocabulary. It is a typical powerlaw like distribution with a long tail. We limit our training vocabulary to the 1,000 most common tokens. Figure 5 shows our model for sequence-to-sequence learning to create Java source code patches. The basis of our model is a recurrent neural network similar to a natural language processing architecture [31] . During training, the abstract buggy context is provided into the encoder. Then, the decoder produces the prediction and back propagation is used to train the parameters in the network with stochastic gradient decent [16] .
MODEL
Encoder The encoder is a recurrent neural network using LSTM gates to process the input [13] . It is a bidirectional encoder which allows the encoding for a token to incorporate information from other tokens both before and after it in the input data [27] . The encoder converts the source sequence X = [x 1 , ..., x n ] into a sequence of encoder hidden states h i using a learnable recurrence function g e . After reading the last token, the last hidden state, h e n is used as the context vector c for use in initializing the decoder [8] :
Decoder The decoder is also a recurrent neural network using LSTM gates. When initialized by the encoder, it begins production of the patch candidate by receiving the special start token as input y 0 . For each previous output token y j−1 , the decoder updates its hidden state h d j using the learnable recurrence function g d [8] :
The decoder states h d j are used in for token generation by the attention and copy mechanisms in Equation 4 and Equation 5. The model stops updating decoder hidden states and generating new tokens when the last token generated by the model is a special end-of-sequence token.
Attention In addition, we use an attention mechanism that provides a way to create a more specific context vector c j for each output token y j from the decoder using a linear combination of the hidden encoder states h e i [3] :
Where α j i represents learnable attention weights. This context vector c j is used by a learnable function g a to allow each output token y j to pay "attention" to different encoder hidden states when predicting a token from the vocabulary V :
Copy The copy mechanism further contributes to Equation 4 to produce a token candidate. This component calculates p gen , the probability that the decoder generates a token from its initial vocabulary. And 1 − p gen is the probability to copy a token from input tokens depending on the attention vector α j in Equation 3 [28] :
g c in Equation 5 is learnable function. Using Equation 6, the output token y j for the current decoder state is selected from the set of all tokens that are either: 1. tokens in the training vocabulary (including the <unk> token) or 2. tokens in the abstract buggy context.
PATCH INFERENCE
Once the sequence-to-sequence network is trained, it can be used to generate patches for projects outside of training dataset. During patch inference, we still generate abstract buggy context for the bug, as described in Section 2.2. But we will use beam search to generate multiple likely patches for the same buggy line, as done in related work [33, 1] . Beam search works by only keeping the n best token predictions at each decoder state, and only these will be expanded at the next decoder state. n is often called beam width or beam size, and beam search with infinite n corresponds of doing a complete breath-first-search. In Listing 5 we have an example of predictions with beam size 5 for the bug presented in Listing 2. The output from this step will be processed by the patch preparation step.
PATCH PREPARATION
The raw output from the sequence-to-sequence network cannot be used as a patch directly: First, the predictions might still contain <unk> tokens, not handled by the copy mechanism; Second, the predictions contain a space between every token, which is not well-formed source code in many cases. (For example, a space is not allowed between the dot separator, ".", and a method call, but a space is required between a type and the corresponding identifier name.)
Consequently, we have a final patch preparation step as follows. We discard all line predictions that contains <unk> and we reformulate the remaining predictions into well-formed source code by Listing 6: After patch preparation Figure 6 : Illustration of the patch preparation step and the copy mechanism removing or adding the required spaces. An example is shown between Listing 5 and Listing 6, whitespaces are adjusted and the third prediction from Listing 5 is removed since it contains <unk> token.
The remaining candidate fixed lines, 
IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS & PARAMETER SETTINGS
Library. We have implemented our Encoder-Decoder model using OpenNMT-py [17] , built in the Python programming language and the PyTorch neural network platform [22] .
Vocabulary. In this paper, we consider a vocabulary of the 1,000 most common tokens. To the best of our knowledge, this is one of the largest vocabularies considered for machine learning for patch generation: for comparison, DeepFix [9] has a vocabulary size of 129 words, and Tufano et al. [33] considered a vocabulary size of 430 words.
Limit for truncation. We truncate if the abstract buggy context is longer than 1,000 tokens. It is motivated by Figure 4 , where we can see the most of abstract buggy context are less than 1,000 tokens long. SEQUENCER truncates by removing statements, class definitions, and method definitions until abstract buggy context is 1,000 tokens or less, but keeping the buggy line within the truncated buggy class.
Network parameters. We explored a variety of settings and network topologies for SEQUENCER. Most major design decisions are verified with ablation experiments that change a single variable at a time as detailed further in Section 4. We train our model with a batch size of 32 for 10,000 iterations. To prevent overfitting, we use a dropout of 0.3. In relation to the components shown in Figure 5 , below are the primary matrix sizes associated with each component:
• Token embedding: 1,004x256 (1,000 tokens + 4 special tokens)
• Encoder bidirectional LSTM: 256x256x4x2x2
• Decoder LSTM: 512x256x4x2 + 256x256x4x2
• Token generator: 256x1004
• Bridge between encoder and decoder: 256x256x2
• Global Attention: 256x256 + 512x256
• Copy selector: 256x1
We use a beam size of 50 during inference, which is the default value used in the literature [33, 1] and which proves to be good empirically.
Usage After SEQUENCER is trained, we can use it to predict fixes to a bug. SEQUENCER takes as input the buggy file and a line number indicating where the bug is. The output is a list of patches in the diff format, so that the user can run their own patch validation step, which could either be test validation or manual inspection.
The source code of SEQUENCER is available at https://github.com/kth/SequenceR, together with the best model we have identified and the synthesized patches.
EVALUATION
In this section, we describe our evaluation of SEQUENCER.
RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The two first research questions focus on machine learning:
• RQ1: To what extent can the fixed line be perfectly predicted?
• RQ2: To what extent does the copy mechanism overcome the unlimited vocabulary of source code?
The last two research questions look at the system from a domain-specific perspective: we assess the performance of SEQUENCER from the viewpoint of program repair research.
• RQ3: How effective is SEQUENCER's sequence-to-sequence learning in fixing bugs in the well-established Defects4J benchmark? • RQ4: What repair operators are captured with sequence-to-sequence learning?
EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

METHODOLOGY FOR RQ1
We train SEQUENCER with the parameter settings described in Section 2.6. The training and validation accuracy and perplexity will be plotted. Perplexity (ppl) is a measurement of how well a model predicts a sample and is defined as:
where X is the source sequence, Y is the true target sequence and y i is the i-th target token [17] . Luong et al. found a strong correlation between low perplexity and high translation quality [18] .
The resulting model is tested on our testing dataset, CodRep4 (see Section 2.3.2). Next, in order to compare SEQUENCER against the state-of-the-art approach by Tufano et al. [33] , we created CodRep4Medium. It is a subset of CodRep4 containing 1,116 samples where the buggy method length is limited to 100 tokens.
METHODOLOGY FOR RQ2
To evaluate the effectiveness of the copy mechanism (described in Section 2.3.4), we consider all samples from CodRep4. For each successfully predicted line, we categorize tokens in that line based on whether the token is in the vocabulary or not. And at the same time, for tokens that are out-ofvocabulary but are copied from the input sequence, we try to find the original location of the copied token.
METHODOLOGY FOR RQ3
We evaluate SEQUENCER on Defects4J [15] , which is a collection of reproducible Java bugs. Most recent works in program repair research on Java use Defects4J as an evaluation benchmark [19, 39, 38, 35, 14] .
Since the scope of our paper is on one-line patches, we first focus on Defects4J bugs that have been fixed by developers by replacing one single line (there are 75 such bugs). In order to study the effectiveness of sequence-to-sequence itself, we isolate the fault localization step as follows: the input to SEQUENCER is the actual buggy file and the buggy line number. SEQUENCER then Approach Prediction Accuracy CodRep4Medium CodRep4 simple seq2seq line2line, no copy 77/1116 (6.9%) 206/4711 (4.4%) Tufano et al. [33] 157/1116 (14.1%) N/A SEQUENCER 344/1116 (30.8%) 950/4711 (20.2%) Table 1 : Comparison with state-of-the-art approach by Tufano et al.
produces a list of patches (recall that beam search produces several candidate patches). All patches are compiled and then executed against the test suite written by the developer.
Each candidate patch generated by SEQUENCER is then categorized as follows:
• Compilable patch: The patch can be compiled.
• Plausible patch: The patch is compilable and passes the test suite. It is a plausible candidate patch, yet still possibly incorrect because of the overfitting problem [30] . • Correct patch: The patch passes the test suite, and is semantically equivalent to the human patch. We hand-check for semantic equivalence for this evaluation.
As per the definitions, there is a strict inclusion structure in those categories: correct patches are necessarily plausible and compilable, plausible patches are necessarily compilable.
METHODOLOGY FOR RQ4
For RQ4, we aim at having a qualitative understanding of the cases for which our sequence-tosequence repair approach works. For this, we use a mixed method combining grounded theory and targeted analysis. For the grounded theory, we have been regularly sampling successful cases, i.e., cases in our testing dataset CodRep4 for which SEQUENCER was able to predict the fixed line, for each case, the authors reached a consensus to know whether 1) the case is interesting from a programming perspective, and 2) the case highlights a phenomenon that has already been covered in a previously found case. For the targeted analysis, we specifically searched for 3 kinds of results: cases where the copy mechanism was used and cases where a specific programming construct was involved (method call, field reference and string literals).
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
ANSWER TO RQ1: PERFECT PREDICTIONS
We trained our model on a GPU (Nvidia k80) for 1.2 hours. For a typical training run on our golden model, Figure 7 shows the training and validation accuracy per token generated (the accuracy for the entire patch would be lower) and Figure 8 shows the perplexity (ppl) per token generated over the training and validation datasets. In this particular run, the best results for both the perplexity and accuracy on the validation dataset occur at 10,500 iterations. We chose 10,000 iterations as the standard training time for our model.
CodRep4
On the 4,711 prediction tasks of our best model, SEQUENCER is able to generate the perfect fix in 950 cases (from Table 1 ). In all those cases, the predicted line that replaces the buggy line is exactly the line fix implemented by the developer. The copy mechanism is used in a number of cases, this will be further discussed in subsubsection 3.3.2.
Comparison to state-of-the-art To the best of our knowledge, the state-of-the-art approach is from Tufano et al. [33] . However, this approach is limited to fixes only inside small methods, consisting of less than 100 tokens. SEQUENCER does not make any assumption on the size of the buggy method.
In order to compare against [33] , we select those 1,116 tasks from CodRep4 where the buggy line resides in a method smaller than 100 tokens. Those correct predictions. It shows that our construction of the abstract buggy context, together with the copy mechanism, leads to higher accuracy than only having the buggy method as context with a specific encoding for variables.
We now concentrate on the effectiveness of the approach depending on the buggy method length.
Overall, we observe that SEQUENCER has a lower accuracy on longer methods (30.8% accuracy on CodRep4Medium, 20.2% accuracy on CodRep4). This phenomenon is explained by the fact that fixes in long methods are usually more complex and involve more context variables, identifiers and literals that are not easily captured by the learning system. This phenomenon has also been previously observed [33] .
ANSWER TO RQ2: COPY MECHANISM
We now look at to what extent the copy mechanism is used. Figure 9 shows the origin of tokens in successfully predicted lines, per patch size. Let us consider the highest bar, corresponding to all successfully predicted lines consisting of 7 tokens. For those 7-token patches, the blue bar means that all tokens are taken from the vocabulary. The non-blue bars means that the copy mechanism has been used to predict the line fix. Overall, there is a minority of patches (216/950, 23%) for which all tokens come from the vocabulary. Also, the longest successful patch generated by SEQUENCER was 68 tokens long, but the longest successful patch without the copy mechanism was only 27 tokens long. Figure 9 also lets us analyze the location origin of the copied token. The orange bars represent those patches for which copied tokens all come from the buggy line: this is the majority of cases (641/950, 68%). However, we also observe cases where some copied tokens have been taken from the buggy method (gray bars) and cases where the copied tokens has been taken from the buggy class, i.e., taken from the class context as captured in our encoding.
As an example, Listing 7 replaces masterNode with nonMasterNode as the correct human-generated patch. SEQUENCER was able to generate this patch because even though the token 'nonMasterNode' is not seen in the training dataset, it can be copied from within the buggy method for use in patch generation. As this example is a 4 token long patch, it would contribute to the gray bar for patch length 4 in Figure 9 .
while( nonMasterNode == null ) { nonMasterNode = randomFrom( internalCluster () .getNodeNames() ); if ( nonMasterNode.equals( masterNode ) ) { − masterNode = null ; + nonMasterNode = null; } } Listing 7: Example of the copy mechanism creating a correct patch by incorporating a variable which is not in the vocabulary from the broader context around the buggy line. Figure 9 : Histogram showing correctly generated patches: 1) that only use tokens in our 1,000 token vocabulary, 2) that need to copy tokens from the buggy line, 3) from the buggy method and 4) from the buggy class.
Overall, Figure 9 shows that the copy mechanism is extensively used (734/950, 77%) and that our class level abstraction enables us to predict difficult cases where only the buggy line or the buggy method would not have been enough.
In order to understand the benefits of context size with the copy mechanism, we measured the distance in tokens to reach a copied token used to generate a patch. In the 87 cases where a copied token was needed from the buggy method b m , the median distance from the buggy line b l to the nearest use of the copied token was 9 tokens, 90% of the 87 cases were within 49 tokens of b l , and 100% were found within a 122 token distance. In the 7 cases when a copied token was needed from the buggy class b c , the median distance to the copied token from b m was 25 tokens, and 100% were found within a 241 token distance. In addition to ablation study results discussed is Section 4, the preceding data supports our decision to create the abstract buggy class. (Figure 14 and Figure 15 in the appendix show detailed results for these distance measures).
ANSWER TO RQ3: DEFECTS4J EVALUATION
As explained in Section 3.2.3, we consider 75 Defects4J bugs that have been fixed with a one-line patch by human developers. In total SEQUENCER finds 2,321 patches for 58 of the 75 bugs. The main reason that we are unable to fix the remaining 17 bugs is due to fact that some bugs are not localized inside a method, which is a requirement for the fault localization step that SEQUENCER assumes as input. We have 2,321 patches instead of 2,900 (58x50) because some predictions are filtered by the patch preparation step (Section 2.5), i.e., patches that contain the <unk> token. The statistics about all bugs can be found in Figure 10 . Out of 75 bugs, SEQUENCER successfully generated at least one patch for 58 bugs, 53 bugs have at least one compilable patch, 19 bugs have at least one patch that passed all the tests (i.e., are plausible) and 14 bugs are considered to be correctly fixed (semantically identical to the human-written patch). Of these 14 bugs, in 12 cases the plausible patch with the highest ranking in the beam search results was the semantically correct patch. Figure 11 gives a different perspective on this data, focusing on patches (and not bugs). SEQUENCER is able to generate 761 compilable patches (33% of all patches). The 61 plausible patches are spread over 19 bugs, which means that there can be several plausible patches for the same bug, a phenomenon well-known in the program repair field [19] . One reason is that some Defects4J bugs have a weak test suite. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to report the plausibility of patches generated by machine learning approaches. In the end, after validation and patch equivalence check, SEQUENCER is able to generate 18 patches that are semantically equivalent to be correct bug fix.
For SEQUENCER applied to Defects4J bugs, we observe that out of 61 plausible patches, 18 are correct, which is a ratio of 30%. A careful analysis of prior techniques (GenProg, RSRepair, and AE) shows that they have correct/plausible ratios of less than 12% [24] . Such a high ratio is evidence that SEQUENCER has learned to produce outputs which represent reasonable patch proposals, and patches which pass all tests are worth considering for approval by human developers.
Listing 8 shows the SEQUENCER patch for Math 75, which is semantically equivalent to the human patch. We observe that it contains some unnecessary parentheses, and the same behavior can be observed for several other patches found by SEQUENCER. However, in this case, the parentheses does not change the order of evaluation. Therefore the SEQUENCER patch for Math 75 is semantically equivalent to the human patch.
Interestingly, getPct is not part of the vocabulary, and it did not appear in the buggy method. The getPct method is defined in the same buggy class, as captured by our abstract buggy context. In Defects4J, the copy mechanism is also useful to capture the right tokens to add in the patch. We now compare those results against the patches found by recent program repair tools that are publicly available. Elixir [25] , CapGen [35] and SimFix [14] have reported 26, 21, 34 correctly repaired bugs for all Defects4J bugs, where the patch is identical to the human patch or claimed as correct. Of those correctly repaired bugs, 22, 19 and 17 respectively are for the 75 one-line bugs that we consider for SEQUENCER. We notice that the majority of claimed correct patches are for oneline bugs. We observe that SEQUENCER does not fix more one-line Defects4J bugs. However, our goal is different: while those approaches are driven with intelligent design and require substantial configuration and handcrafted rules, our goal with SEQUENCER is to be agnostic and to not design any repair operator upfront. To that extent, it is remarkable that such a generic approach is able to learn bug-fixing patterns and synthesizes 18 patches that are semantically equivalent to the human repair, without any static or dynamic analysis.
ANSWER TO RQ4: QUALITATIVE CASE STUDIES
We now present the diversity of repair operators that are captured by SEQUENCER. We also highlight again the effectiveness of the copy mechanism by using a bold underlined font for those tokens that were copied (i.e., that are outside the vocabulary of the 1,000 most common tokens).
CASE STUDY: METHOD CALL CHANGE
Our training and evaluation data consists of object-oriented Java software. We observe that SE-QUENCER captures different kinds of operations related to method calls.
Call change Here a call to method writeUTF is replaced by a call to method writeString.
− out.writeUTF( failure ) ; + out .writeString( failure ) ;
Listing 9: Call change
Call deletion The buggy line chains two method calls; this successful prediction consists of deleting one of them.
− FieldMappers x = context .mapperService () . smartNameFieldMappers( fieldName ) ; + FieldMappers x = context .smartNameFieldMappers( fieldName ) ;
Listing 10: Call deletion.
Argument addition In this patch, SEQUENCER adds an argument (which in Java, means calling another method).
− stage.getViewport () . update( width, height ) ; + stage.getViewport () . update( width, height , true ) ;
Listing 11: Argument addition
Target change
In this successful case, the patch also calls method isTerminated but on another target (scheduledExecutorService instead of executorService, which is copied from the input context). Listing 16: off-by-one repair
Overall, SEQUENCER uses all three kinds of token operations: 1. Token deletion, e.g., Listing 10; 2. Token addition, e.g., Listing 11; 3. Token replacement, e.g., Listing 9.
ABLATION STUDY
We perform an ablation study to understand the relative importance of each component of our approach. The process is as follows. First, we identify the golden model based on a greedy optimization in the parameter search space. This is the model that we described in section 3. Then we change one single parameter to a reasonably different value and report the performance on the same testing dataset. The ablation results demonstrate that parameter selections for the golden model produce the highest acceptance rates for the configurations we tested. Due to randomness in learning, for each parameter, we run each configuration 4 times and report the best run out of 4 1 . Due to computational constraints, we did not gather more runs for each configuration.
First, we consider the very coarse grain features. Table 2 shows the performance of four models, starting from a simplistic seq-to-seq model that only takes a single buggy line b l as input when learning to produce the fixed line f l . Then we show beam search, copy, and the use of the abstract buggy context improving the model performance. These results confirm our answer to RQ2 that the copy mechanism is essential to the performance of the system.
Second, Table3 shows the results of our 'Golden model' against the results of single specific, targeted changes made to the model. Ablation ID 1 shows that our 10K training limit is sufficient given our training data. ID 2 shows that a vocabulary smaller than 1K tokens performs worse -likely due to a loss of learned tokens that can be used even if an instance of the token is not in the abstract buggy context. ID 3 shows that a vocabulary larger than 1K tokens performs worse -perhaps due to the additional tokens having insufficient training examples for learning a proper embedding. ID 4 is about an original idea: in order to provide more opportunities to learn a quality embedding, we created unsupervised pretraining data for the encoder/decoder. Using this unsupervised data did not improve the model, it worsens it. Table 3 : Results with selected configurations in the parameter neighborhood of the golden model. ID 5 shows the value of combining the CodRep and Bugs2Fix data sets to improve the generalization of the model. ID 6 demonstrates the benefit of a using bridge between the encoder and decoder, perhaps allowing the encoder's hidden states to optimize more for the attention network.
IDs 7 through 10 demonstrate that our LSTM network is sized correctly; presumably a smaller network cannot generalize on the model data well enough whereas a larger network has too many degrees of freedom. Our speculation is that a 2 layer encoder/decoder network allows the layer connected directly to the token embedding to 'focus' the weight matrix on input syntax while the layer connected to the attention/copy mechanism 'focuses' on output generation. ID 11 shows the loss in accuracy when abstract buggy context is reduced to just the buggy line.
ID 12 shows that truncation is necessary otherwise an out-of-memory error crashes the system, due to too many time steps being stored in memory per token in the sequence. ID 13 shows that if we truncated to 4,000 tokens then the system passes, but the increased context size (4,000 vs the golden model 1,000) did not improve accuracy of the model. ID 14 shows that using a 500 token limit for abstract buggy context hurts accuracy presumably because there are less opportunities for token copy. We also speculate that a possible advantage of 1K truncation instead of 500 could be that 1K provides a type of unsupervised learning for the encoder hidden states, the global attention, and the copy mechanism.
ID 15 removes the <START_BUG> and <END_BUG> tokens from the abstract buggy context input. The target output is still the correct single-line patch. Without these labels, SEQUENCER must learn line break positions and learn a type of fault localization in order to create a valid patch. As expected, there is a significant accuracy loss, but the network was still able to create 356 correct patches.
RELATED WORK
The work presented here is on built on top of two big and active research fields: program repair and machine learning on code. We refer to recent surveys for getting a good overview on them: [21] for program repair and Allamanis et al.'s [2] for the latter. In the following, we focus on those works that are about learning and automatic repair.
sk_p is a program repair technique for syntactic and semantic errors in student programs submitted to MOOCs [23] . First, it uses the previous and next statement to predict the statement in the middle, i.e., to replace the current statement. The probability of a patch is the product of the probabilities for all chosen statements. As we do, sk_p uses beam search to produce the top n predictions.
[4] also repairs MOOC student submissions in Python by combining learning and sketch-based synthesis. The approach by Wang et al. [34] considers MOOC but the technique itself is completely different: [34] does deep learning on program traces in order to predict the kind of bug affecting a student submission. The main differences between those works and ours are that 1) we consider a larger context (the buggy class) and 2) we consider real programs for training and testing that are bigger and more complex than student's submissions. Shin et al. [29] consider simple programs in the educational programming language Karel. As SEQUENCER, their system predicts to delete, insert or replace tokens. Henkel et al. [12] compute an embedding for symbolic traces and perform a pilot experiment for fixing error-handling code, which is very different from concrete bug fixing as we do here.
DeepFix is a program repair tool for fixing compiler errors in introductory programming courses [9] . The input is the whole program, (100 to 400 tokens long for their data), and the output is a single line fix. The vocabulary size is set to 129, which was enough to map every distinct token type to a unique word in the vocabulary. TRACER is another program repair tool for fixing compiler errors which outperforms DeepFix in terms of success rate [1] . Santos et al.'s [26] further refines the idea and evaluates it with an even larger dataset. The focus of those three works and ours is very different, they focus on compiler errors, we focus on logical bugs. For compiler errors, one does not need to consider the whole vocabulary, but only token types. On the contrary, we have to address this problem and we do so by using the copy mechanism.
DeepRepair [37] is an early attempt to integrate machine learning in a program repair loop. DeepRepair leverages learned code similarities, captured with recursive autoencoders [36] , to select repair ingredients from code fragments that are similar to the buggy code. Our usage of learning is different, DeepRepair uses machine learning to select interesting code, SEQUENCER uses machine learning to generate the actual patch.
Tufano et al. investigated the feasibility of using neural machine translation for learning bug-fixing patches via [32, 33] . The authors first perform a source code abstraction process that relies on a combination of Lexer+Parser which replaces identifiers and literals in the code. The goal of this abstraction is it reduce the vocabulary while keeping the most frequent identifiers/literals. Then, they train a NMT model to translate an entire buggy method to the corresponding fixed method. SEQUENCER is different in the following ways. First, we consider the entire context of the buggy class, rather than only the buggy method in order for the model to use more tokens when predicting the fix, those with long-range dependencies. Second, our abstraction process uniquely utilize the copy mechanism (which they do not), which allows SEQUENCER to utilize a larger set of tokens when generating the fix. Beyond those two major qualitative differences, a quantitative one is that they only consider small methods, no longer than 100 tokens, while we have no such restriction.
Parallel work by Hata et al. [10] discusses a similar network architecture, also applied to one-line diffs. The major differences between [10] and our work are the following: First, they do projectspecific training, which means that their approach is only evaluated on testing data coming from the same project. On the contrary, we do global training and we show that SEQUENCER captures repair operators applicable to any project. Our qualitative case studies are unique with that respect. Second, they only look at wellformedness of the output, while we also compile and execute the predicted patch. Our work is an end-to-end test-suite based repair approach. Third, their input is limited to the precise buggy code to replace, while SEQUENCER uses abstract buggy context, which allows for a broader set of tokens for the copy mechanism to select from.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a novel approach to program repair, called SEQUENCER, based on sequence-to-sequence learning. Our approach uniquely combines an encoder/decoder architecture with the copy mechanism to overcome the problem of large vocabulary in source code. On a testing dataset of 4,711 tasks taken from projects which were not in the training set, SEQUENCER is able to successfully predict 950 changes. On Defects4J one-line bugs, SEQUENCER produces 61 plausible, test-suite adequate patches. To our knowledge, our paper is the first ever to show the effectiveness of the copy mechanism on source code, in order to alleviate the unlimited vocabulary problem.
This work opens promising research directions. First, we will explore to see if SEQUENCER also works for more complex mutli-line patches. Second, there is some preliminary work on tree-to-tree transformation learning [5] , which conceptually is very appropriate for code viewed as parse trees. Such techniques may augment or supersede sequence-to-sequence approaches. Finally, the originality of our context abstraction is to capture class-level, long range dependencies: we will study whether such a network architecture is able to capture dependencies beyond that, at the package or application level.
A APPENDIX, FIGURES Figure 12 : Overview of the construction of the training and testing datasets.
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